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The Energy Revolution
This book answers the following questions: How will the global oil and gas market change in the next decade? How does the United States
become the world's biggest oil and gas producer? What is the current condition of China's Shale Industry and energy security? Is hydraulic
fracturing and horizontal drilling technology cheered or feared? Is energy production driven by economy or environment? Who are the major
competitors in this market? This book covers not only macro analysis at country-level, but also micro analysis at firm-level, which helps
investigate this industry more comprehensively.
Looks at developments in renewable energy sources, discusses the role of energy in society, and speculates on future energy developments
This book focuses on carbon dioxide and its global role in our everyday life. Starting with society's dependency on energy, it demonstrates
the various sources of carbon dioxide and discusses the putative effects of its accumulation in the atmosphere and its impact on the climate.
It then provides an overview of how we can reduce carbon dioxide production and reviews innovative technologies and alternative energy
resources. The book closes with a perspective on how carbon dioxide can be utilized reasonably and how mimicking nature can provide us
with a solution. Using simple language, this book discusses one of today's biggest challenges for the future of our planet in a way that is
understandable for the general public. The authors also provide deep insights into specific issues, making the book a useful resource for
researchers and students.
An energy expert shows why hydrogen can fight climate change and become the fuel of the future We’re constantly told that our planet is in
crisis; that to save it, we must stop traveling, stop eating meat, even stop having children. But in The Hydrogen Revolution, Marco Alverà
argues that we don’t need to upend our lives. We just need a new kind of fuel: hydrogen. From transportation and infrastructure to heating
and electricity, hydrogen could eliminate fossil fuels, boost economic growth, and encourage global action on climate change. It could also
solve the most bedeviling aspects of today’s renewable energy—from transporting and storing wind and solar energy and their vulnerability to
weather changes to the inefficiency and limited utility of heavy, short-lasting batteries. The Hydrogen Revolution isn’t just a manifesto for a
powerful new technology. It’s a hopeful reminder that despite the gloomy headlines about the fate of our planet, there’s still an opportunity to
turn things around.
Follow the journey of a Canadian and Indian couple, Savannah and Sandeep, as they travel the world to capture the human side of one of the
biggest energy transitions of our times - the global shift from fossil fuels to renewables. In this exciting and provocative new book, readers are
taken into the homes of the coal miners who live and work in Jharia, a town in India that has been on fire for the past 100 years due to poor
coal mining practices. Life in Jharia is a version of Dante's inferno - 700,000 people live in the most unimaginable conditions. Yet even though
residents of Jharia say they are dying slowly every day, they also say they'll never leave. Almost 11,000 kilometres away, in the Canadian oil
sands, workers and indigenous people similarly describe their complex relationship with the industry that employs them. Although fossil fuel
extraction is harming the environment and impacting people's way of life in the oil sands region, a much-needed shift to renewable energy
could also leave communities without their livelihoods. Written in the form of a travelogue, Total Transition provides a whirlwind look at the
global growth of renewable energy - highlighting exciting developments in solar and wind energy in Canada, India, Africa and Europe, and
discussing hurdles standing in the way of a total transition. Energy experts and leaders of innovative renewable energy projects share hope
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and optimism about the future of fossil fuel workers and their communities in an increasingly renewable world.
An argument for a major federal program to stimulate innovation in energy technology and a proposal for a policy approach to implement it.
America is addicted to fossil fuels, and the environmental and geopolitical costs are mounting. A public-private program—at an expanded
scale—to stimulate innovation in energy policy seems essential. In Structuring an Energy Technology Revolution, Charles Weiss and William
Bonvillian make the case for just such a program. Their proposal backs measures to stimulate private investment in new technology, within a
revamped energy innovation system. It would encourage a broad range of innovations that would give policymakers a variety of technological
options over the long implementation period and at the huge scale required, faster than could be accomplished by market forces alone. Even
if the nation can't make progress at this time on pricing carbon, a technology strategy remains critical and can go ahead now. Strong
leadership and public support will be needed to resist the pressure of entrenched interests against putting new technology pathways into
practice in the complex and established energy sector. This book has helped start the process.
As the earth’s carrying capacity continues to be stressed, the question of renewable energies is no longer whether, but when and by whom.
Climate change and peak oil have hit the mainstream. Kolya Abramsky’s collection maps the world’s energy sector and shows how
addressing these challenges necessitates an analysis of our economic priorities. Solutions must include massive shifts in our use of
technologies and, most importantly, a democratization of the economic landscape based on broad new coalitions. With four distinct
sections—Oil Makes the World Go 'Round; From Petrol to Renewable Energies; Struggle Over Choice of Energy Sources and Technologies;
and Possible Futures—and over fifty essays from approximately twenty countries, there’s nothing like Sparking a Worldwide Energy
Revolution to address our global energy crisis. The different chapters bring together a wealth of organizational and analytical experience from
across the different branches of the energy sector, both conventional and renewable. Contributors include the following organizations and
individuals: China Labour Bulletin (Hong Kong/China), Energy Watch Group (Germany), Focus on the Global South (Thailand), Integrated
Sustainable Energy and Ecological Development (India), Public Services International Research Unit (United Kingdom), World Information
Service on Energy (Netherlands), Preben Maegaard, and Hermann Scheer. Kolya Abramsky is a former secretariat of the World Wind Energy
Institute, based in Denmark, a pioneering country in renewable energy. He is currently a research fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies
on Science, Technology and Society in Austria, and is pursuing a PhD in sociology at State University of New York, Binghamton.
This book addresses the question: how effective are countries in promoting the innovation needed to facilitate an energy transition? At the
heart of the book is a set of empirical case studies covering supply and demand side technologies at different levels of maturity in a variety of
countries. The case studies are set within an analytical framework encompassing the functions of technological innovation systems and
innovation metrics. The book concludes with lessons and recommendations for effective policy intervention.
Making local energy futures, from marine energy to hydrogen fuel, at the edge of the world. The islands of Orkney, off the northern coast of
Scotland, are closer to the Arctic Circle than to London. Surrounded by fierce seas and shrouded by clouds and mist, the islands seem to
mark the edge of the known world. And yet they are a center for energy technology innovation, from marine energy to hydrogen fuel
networks, attracting the interest of venture capitalists and local communities. In this book, Laura Watts tells a story of making energy futures
at the edge of the world. Orkney, Watts tells us, has been making technology for six thousand years, from arrowheads and stone circles to
wave and tide energy prototypes. Artifacts and traces of all the ages—Stone, Bronze, Iron, Viking, Silicon—are visible everywhere. The
islanders turned to energy innovation when forced to contend with an energy infrastructure they had outgrown. Today, Orkney is home to the
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European Marine Energy Centre, established in 2003. There are about forty open-sea marine energy test facilities in the world, many of
which draw on Orkney expertise. The islands generate more renewable energy than they use, are growing hydrogen fuel and electric car
networks, and have hundreds of locally owned micro wind turbines and a decade-old smart grid. Mixing storytelling and ethnography,
empiricism and lyricism, Watts tells an Orkney energy saga—an account of how the islands are creating their own low-carbon future in the
face of the seemingly impossible. The Orkney Islands, Watts shows, are playing a long game, making energy futures for another six thousand
years.
Windfall is the boldest profile of the world’s energy resources since Daniel Yergin’s The Quest, asserting that the new energy
abundance—due to oil and gas resources once deemed too expensive—is transforming the geo-political order and is boosting American power.
“Riveting and comprehensive...a smart, deeply researched primer on the subject.” —The New York Times Book Review As a new
administration focuses on driving American energy production, O’Sullivan’s “refreshing and illuminating” (Foreign Policy) Windfall describes
how new energy realities have profoundly affected the world of international relations and security. New technologies led to oversupplied oil
markets and an emerging natural gas glut. This did more than drive down prices—it changed the structure of markets and altered the way
many countries wield power and influence. America’s new energy prowess has global implications. It transforms politics in Russia, Europe,
China, and the Middle East. O’Sullivan considers the landscape, offering insights and presenting consequences for each region’s domestic
stability as energy abundance upends traditional partnerships, creating opportunities for cooperation. The advantages of this new abundance
are greater than its downside for the US: it strengthens American hard and soft power. This is “a powerful argument for how America should
capitalise on the ‘New Energy Abundance’” (The Financial Times) and an explanation of how new energy realities create a strategic
environment to America’s advantage.
The transformation from a carbon-based world economy to one based on high efficiency and renewables is a necessary step if human
society is to achieve sustainability. But while scientists and researchers have made significant advances in energy efficiency and renewable
technologies in recent years, consumers have yet to see dramatic changes in the marketplace--due in large part to government policies and
programs that favor the use of fossil fuels.Energy Revolution examines the policy options for mitigating or removing the entrenched
advantages held by fossil fuels and speeding the transition to a more sustainable energy future, one based on improved efficiency and a shift
to renewable sources such as solar, wind, and bioenergy. The book:examines today's energy patterns and trends and their
consequencesdescribes the barriers to a more sustainable energy future and how those barriers can be overcomeprovides ten case studies
of integrated strategies that have been effective in different parts of the worldexamines international policies and institutions and recommends
ways they could be improvedreviews global trends that suggest that the transition to renewables and increased efficiency is underway and is
achievableEnergy policy represents a linchpin for achieving a broader transition to a more sustainable economy. Energy Revolution offers a
unique focus on policies and programs, and on the lessons provided by recent experience. It represents a key statement of the available
options for reforming energy policy that have proven to be successful, and is an essential work for policymakers, researchers, and anyone
concerned with energy and sustainability issues.
Solar energy harnesses the power of the sun. This clean, renewable energy is growing in its technology and popularity. Readers will learn
how it works, how it compares to other forms of energy, and how they may get involved in this exciting growing field some day. Get ready for
an Energy Revolution!
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The last decade has seen a revolution in global energy. First, we saw explosive growth in demand from Asia's rising powers, which fueled
fears about scarcity and conflict. But we've also seen an American revolution in technology and markets, resulting in a dramatic increase in
sup-ply. This is strengthening America's hand in the world—but it's not without complications. There are major security consequences of these
shifts. Among the most consequential are China and India, Asia's emerging giants, which are increasingly exposed to political risks
associated with energy risks, as well as the energy flows, pivoting to Asia. Meanwhile the great powers struggle to balance their need for
fossil fuels with a mounting effort to tackle climate change. The top powers, and the United States above all, face a stra-tegic choice: whether
to use energy as a weapon of geopolitics, or as a tool of a stable order. CONTENTS Introduction 1. The President and the King—Key
Messages of the Book 2. The Energy Revolutions—A Primer Geopolitics in Flux—The Players 3. Choices—Scenarios, and the Choice the
Powers Confront 4. Rough Seas Ahead—The Great Powers' Search for Energy Security Globalization and Complexity—The Problems 5.
Transition in the Gulf 6. The Turbulent Middle 7. Fragile States 8. The Russian Problem 9. Connections—from Pipelines to Politics
Governance—The Partners 10. An Emerging System of Global Energy Governance 11. Leadership Choices
The Fossil Fuel Revolution: Shale Gas and Tight Oil describes the remarkable new energy resources being obtained from shale gas and tight
oil through a combination of directional drilling and staged hydraulic fracturing, opening up substantial new energy reserves for the 21st
Century. The book includes the history of shale gas development, the technology used to economically recover hydrocarbons, and
descriptions of the ten primary shale gas resources of the United States. International shale resources, environmental concerns, and policy
issues are also addressed. This book is intended as a reference on shale gas and tight oil for industry members, undergraduate and graduate
students, engineers and geoscientists. Provides a cross-cutting view of shale gas and tight oil in the context of geology, petroleum
engineering, and the practical aspects of production Includes a comprehensive description of productive and prospective shales in one book,
allowing readers to compare and contrast production from different shale plays Addresses environmental and policy issues and compares
alternative energy resources in terms of economics and sustainability Features an extensive resource list of peer-reviewed references,
websites, and journals provided at the end of each chapter
The “best all-around book yet on fracking” (San Francisco Chronicle) from a Pulitzer Prize finalist: “Gold's work is a tour de force of
contemporary journalism” (Booklist). First invented in 1947, hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, has not only become a major source of energy, it
is changing the way we use energy, and the energy we use. It is both a threat and a godsend for the environment, and it is leading the revival
of manufacturing in the United States. A definitive narrative history, The Boom follows the twists and turns in the development and adoption of
this radical technology. It is a thrilling journey filled with colorful characters: the green-minded Texas oilman who created the first modern
frack; a bare-knuckled Oklahoman natural gas empire-builder who gave the world an enormous new supply of energy and was brought down
by his own success and excesses; an environmental leader whose embrace of fracking brought an end to his public career; and an aging
fracking pioneer who is now trying to save the industry from itself. A fascinating and exciting exploration of one of the most controversial and
promising sources of energy, The Boom “brings new clarity to a subject awash in hype from all sides…a thoughtful, well-written, and carefully
researched book that provides the best overview yet of the pros and cons of fracking. Gold quietly leads both supporters and critics of drilling
to consider other views” (Associated Press).
Geothermal energy makes use of the energy already present within the earth. This clean, renewable energy is growing in its technology and
popularity. Readers will learn how it is harnessed, how it compares to other forms of energy, and how they may get involved in this exciting
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growing field some day. Get ready for an Energy Revolution!
Examines the policy options for mitigating or removing the entrenched advantages held by fossil fuels and speeding the transition to a more
sustainable energy future, one based on improved efficiency and a shift to renewable sources such as solar, wind, and bioenergy.[publisher
web site].
The Biggest Untold Economic Story of Our Time Here is the truth that the powerful Dirty Energy public relations machine doesn’t want you to
know: the ascent of solar energy is upon us. Solar-generated electricity has risen exponentially in the last few years and employment in the
solar industry has doubled since 2009. Meanwhile, electricity from coal has declined to pre-World War II levels as the fossil fuel industry
continues to shed jobs. Danny Kennedy systematically refutes the lies spread by solar’s opponents—that it is expensive, inefficient, and
unreliable; that it is kept alive only by subsidies; that it can’t be scaled; and many other untruths. He shows that we need a rooftop revolution
to break the entrenched power of the coal, oil, nuclear, and gas industries Solar energy can create more jobs, return our nation to prosperity,
and ensure the sustainability and safety of our planet. Now is the time to move away from the dangerous energy sources of the past and
unleash the amazing potential of the sun.
Energy opportunities and challenges
A historic energy revolution is underway in the United States. Wind, sunlight, and other sustainable resources are now the fastest growing
sources of energy in the U.S. and worldwide. American families are installing power plants on their roofs and entire communities are
switching to 100 percent renewable energy. The urgent need to prevent climate change is causing people around the planet to question their
reliance on carbon-intensive oil, coal, and natural gas. Author Bill Ritter, Jr., the 41st governor of Colorado and one of America's key thought
leaders on this topic, discusses the forces behind the energy revolution, the new ways we must think about energy, and the future of fossil
and renewable fuels. It is an essential read for any who want to understand one of history's biggest challenges to peace, prosperity, and
security in the United States. Written in partnership with the Center for a New Energy Economy.
Asia is home to 60 per cent of the world's population, including the world's two most populous nations, China and India. The region's
economic gains and rising middle class are accelerating demand for more consumer goods and a better quality of life. For further economic
growth to be realised, the region will need a massive supply of additional energy, three- to five-fold 2020’s amount by 2050. These changes
create new business and investment opportunities for domestic companies and overseas participants. Asia’s energy market, already the
world’s biggest, will soon be the most advanced. There will be mass adoption of digital technologies, like artificial intelligence, to make the
distribution of solar, wind and other clean resources, smarter and more efficient. Led by China, billions of dollars in capital investment will
drive the region's shift to green, sustainable energy, replacing polluting and expensive fossil fuels, which will help to rein in climate change. In
Asia’s Energy Revolution, leading energy markets analyst and practitioner Joseph Jacobelli explains why Asia is the world’s most important
territory for energy transition, how developments in the region will drive change in the rest of the world as well as how it will all be financed.
The book discussion includes: Analysis of past events and forward-looking analysis of the industry in the region encompassing commercial,
economic, and financial aspects Appraisal of new energy technologies, such as electric vehicles, and digital solutions, such as blockchain for
energy Review of the capital flows and sustainable financing channels needed to fund energy infrastructure and tech growth

Retrospective: 9.
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Using full-color visualizations of key concepts and data, Mara Prentiss interprets government reports, technology, and
basic physical laws to advance a bold claim: wind and solar power alone could generate 100% of the U.S. average
energy demand, without lifestyle sacrifices. And meeting the actual U.S. energy demand with renewables is within reach.
A critical study of new green energy initiatives illuminates a range of issues associated with renewable energy sources,
examining the technological and economic future of energy research, political factors, what the U.S. should be doing to
promote ecologically friendly technologies, and what each person can do to help the situation. Original. 40,000 first
printing.
The earth's not dying, it's being killed. Only a movement for renewable energy will save it.
This book examines the low-carbon energy transition taking place in developing Asia, in the context of persisting social
and gender inequalities, the threat of climate change which has necessitated the decarbonisation of industry, and
examines how developing Asia can ‘leap-frog’ the carbon-emitting stages that more developed economies have passed
through, while simultaneously ‘leap-frogging’ social and gender equity gaps. The book uses the concept of ‘disruptive
technologies’, an area of study that assesses the potential of certain technologies to disrupt the status quo and the
concept of socio-technical frameworks, where social considerations are factored in to engineering systems and models.
Using case studies and methodologies drawn from interdisciplinary approaches to engineering, and from development
studies, science and technology studies and feminist approaches, it assesses how the low-carbon energy transition
potentially provides poor women in developing Asia the opportunity to get on board at the early phase of these changes
and influence and even transform their societies and lives.
The authors suggest that China's renewable energy system, the largest in the world, will quickly supersede the black
energy system that has powered the country's rapid rise as workshop of the world and for reasons that have more to do
with fixing environmental pollution and enhancing energy security than with curbing carbon emissions.
The Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil fuels, is spiraling into a dangerous endgame. The price of gas
and food are climbing, unemployment remains high, the housing market has tanked, consumer and government debt is
soaring, and the recovery is slowing. Facing the prospect of a second collapse of the global economy, humanity is
desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us into the future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet
technology and renewable energy are merging to create a powerful "Third Industrial Revolution." He asks us to imagine
hundreds of millions of people producing their own green energy in their homes, offices, and factories, and sharing it with
each other in an "energy internet," just like we now create and share information online. Rifkin describes how the fivepillars of the Third Industrial Revolution will create thousands of businesses, millions of jobs, and usher in a fundamental
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reordering of human relationships, from hierarchical to lateral power, that will impact the way we conduct commerce,
govern society, educate our children, and engage in civic life. Rifkin's vision is already gaining traction in the international
community. The European Union Parliament has issued a formal declaration calling for its implementation, and other
nations in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, are quickly preparing their own initiatives for transitioning into the new
economic paradigm. The Third Industrial Revolution is an insider's account of the next great economic era, including a
look into the personalities and players — heads of state, global CEOs, social entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are
pioneering its implementation around the world.
Looks at the clash between gas/oil proponents and supports of alternative energies and offers a plan for the future that
combines the best of both worlds.
In September 2017, Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico, completely upending the energy grid of the small island. The nearly
year-long power outage that followed vividly shows how the new climate reality intersects with race and access to
energy. The island is home to brown and black US citizens who lack the political power of those living in the continental
US. As the world continues to warm and storms like Maria become more commonplace, it is critical that we rethink our
current energy system to enable reliable, locally produced, and locally controlled energy without replicating the current
structures of power and control. In Revolutionary Power, Shalanda Baker arms those made most vulnerable by our
current energy system with the tools they need to remake the system in the service of their humanity. She argues that
people of color, poor people, and indigenous people must engage in the creation of the new energy system in order to
upend the unequal power dynamics of the current system. Revolutionary Power is a playbook for the energy
transformation complete with a step-by-step analysis of the key energy policy areas that are ripe for intervention. Baker
tells the stories of those who have been left behind in our current system and those who are working to be architects of a
more just system. She draws from her experience as an energy-justice advocate, a lawyer, and a queer woman of color
to inspire activists working to build our new energy system. Climate change will force us to rethink the way we generate
and distribute energy and regulate the system. But how much are we willing to change the system? This unique moment
in history provides an unprecedented opening for a deeper transformation of the energy system, and thus, an opportunity
to transform society. Revolutionary Power shows us how.
The entire world, especially the United States, is in the midst of an energy revolution. Since the oil embargo of 1973,
individuals, corporations, and other organizations have found ways to economically reduce energy use. In this book, Jim
Sweeney examines the energy policies and practices of the past forty years and their impact on three crucial systems:
the economy, the environment, and national security. He shows how energy-efficiency contributions to the country's
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overall energy situation have been more powerful than all the increases in the domestic production of oil, gas, coal,
geothermal energy, nuclear power, solar power, wind power, and biofuels. The author details the impact of new and
improved energy-efficient technologies, the environmental and national security benefits of energy efficiency, ways to
amplify energy efficiency, and more. Energy Efficiency: Building a Clean, Secure Economy reveals how the careful
nurturing of private- and public-sector energy efficiency--along with public awareness, appropriate pricing, appropriate
policies--and increased research and development, the trends of decreasing energy intensity and increasing energy
efficiency can be beneficially accelerated.
A guided tour of a revolution in the making that promises to change our lives Global warming, rolling black outs, massive
tanker spills, oil dependence: our profligate ways have doomed us to suffer such tragedies, right? Perhaps, but Vijay
Vaitheeswaran, the energy and environment correspondent for The Economist, sees great opportunity in the energy
realm today, and Power to the People is his fiercely independent and irresistibly entertaining look at the economic,
political, and technological forces that are reshaping the world's management of energy resources. In it, he documents
an energy revolution already underway--a revolution as radical as the communications revolution of the past decades.
This open access book is an encyclopaedic analysis of the current and future energy system of the world’s most
populous country and second biggest economy. What happens in China impacts the planet. In the past 40 years China
has achieved one of the most remarkable economic growth rates in history. Its GDP has risen by a factor of 65, enabling
850,000 people to rise out of poverty. Growth on this scale comes with consequences. China is the world’s biggest
consumer of primary energy and the world’s biggest emitter of CO2 emissions. Creating a prosperous and harmonious
society that delivers economic growth and a high quality of life for all will require radical change in the energy sector, and
a rewiring of the economy more widely. In China’s Energy Revolution in the Context of the Global Energy Transition, a
team of researchers from the Development Research Center of the State Council of China and Shell International
examine how China can revolutionise its supply and use of energy. They examine the entire energy system: coal, oil,
gas, nuclear, renewables and new energies in production, conversion, distribution and consumption. They compare
China with case studies and lessons learned in other countries. They ask which technology, policy and market
mechanisms are required to support the change and they explore how international cooperation can smooth the way to
an energy revolution in China and across the world. And, they create and compare scenarios on possible pathways to a
future energy system that is low-carbon, affordable, secure and reliable.
Energy RevolutionThe Physics and the Promise of Efficient TechnologyHarvard University Press
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